Employing the Gogny force as an effective force, we study the ground state properties of light nuclei using antisymmetrized molecular dynamics (AMD). In a previous paper, we discussed the nuclear binding energies and nuclear radii of He, Be, C, O, Ne and Mg isotopes. In this paper, we mainly consider the deformation properties and the clustering nature of these isotopes. By comparing the calculated results with the AMD results by use of the Skyrme-III (SIII) force, we investigated the differences and similarities between the SIII force and the Gogny force. We find that the Gogny force yields rather better binding energy and larger deformation than the SIII force. We carry out the parity-projected calculations. Parity projection enhances the parity-violating deformation and the cluster structure of certain nuclei. Shape of the deformation energy surface is also changed by parity projection. This causes a competition between the mean-field-like structure and the cluster-like structure. A modified version of AMD, which employs deformed Gaussian wave packets instead of spherical ones, is shown to give large quadrupole moments in the case of Mg isotopes. §1. Introduction Recently, many experiments using unstable nuclei are carried out and planned. From these experiments, many unusual phenomena have been found that are inconsistent with some basic ideas of nuclear physics obtained from the study of stable nuclei. For example, the neutron halo phenomenon 1) -3) violates the saturation of density and the neutron magic numbers, such as N = 8 and N = 20, do not keep its magicity for many unstable nuclei. 4), 5) Many theoretical studies have been carried out with the purpose of modeling these phenomena and describing their mechanisms. In these theoretical studies, it is necessary to use an effective nuclear force that can describe the basic properties of stable and unstable nuclei within the same framework.
§1. Introduction
Recently, many experiments using unstable nuclei are carried out and planned. From these experiments, many unusual phenomena have been found that are inconsistent with some basic ideas of nuclear physics obtained from the study of stable nuclei. For example, the neutron halo phenomenon 1) - 3) violates the saturation of density and the neutron magic numbers, such as N = 8 and N = 20, do not keep its magicity for many unstable nuclei. 4), 5) Many theoretical studies have been carried out with the purpose of modeling these phenomena and describing their mechanisms. In these theoretical studies, it is necessary to use an effective nuclear force that can describe the basic properties of stable and unstable nuclei within the same framework.
The Skyrme force is a well-known effective nuclear force and has been extensively used in Cartesian mesh HF and HFB studies, because it is a zero-range force and they do not demand great calculation time. Among the many kinds of Skyrme forces, some seem to have succeeded to a certain extent to reproduce global properties of stable and unstable nuclei like binding energies and radii. However, for some nuclei, they look to have failed to reproduce their deformation properties. We are not certain whether this is due to the insufficiency of the mean field theory or to the zero-range nature of the force. For the clarification of this point it is important to use finite-range effective forces.
The Gogny force 6) is another effective force that has been widely used in the study of nuclear structures and reactions. It has a finite range 2-body part and is considered to accurately reproduce the properties of stable nuclei. We believe that the Gogny force is one of the hopeful choices of the effective force describing stable and unstable nuclei successfully. However there are few HF and HFB studies employing the Gogny force, because its use requires a great amount of computational time. In addition to HF and HFB theory, antisymmetrized molecular dynamics (AMD) 7), 8) has been used to study nuclear structure and reactions. In AMD, one nucleon is represented by a Gaussian wave packet or the superposition of a few Gaussian wave packets. This simplification makes it easy to carry out the calculations with a finite-range effective force, parity projection and angular momentum projection, which are important in studying nuclear structures. 8) -12) Additionally, the calculation technique presented in a previous paper 15) enables accurate and fast calculations of the density-dependent term of the Gogny force. We are now able to study rather efficiently the nuclear structure with AMD using the Gogny force.
In this paper, we study the Gogny force predictions regarding the deformation properties and clustering nature of light isotopes of He, Be, C, O, Ne and Mg. We compare the results obtained using the Gogny and the Skyrme-III (SIII) forces 13) to study the efficiency of the Gogny force in the light mass region and the neutron rich region. We performed both non-parity-projected and parity-projected calculations with the Gogny force. It has been shown in a AMD study with the Modified Volkov No. 1 force 14) (MV1 force) that parity projection enhances the clusterization and the parity-violating deformation of certain nuclei. 8) - 10) We investigate whether this enhancement occurs also when the Gogny force is used instead of the MV1 force. We also investigate how the parity projection affects the β deformation energy surface.
The content of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we explain the AMD formalism. The wave function of AMD, the effective forces used in this study, the definition of the Hamiltonian and the methods used to calculate the Hamiltonian matrix elements are explained briefly. In §3, we present the results of our calculations and discuss them. First, we compare the Gogny force and the SIII force within the same AMD framework by examining the deformation properties of even Z light isotopes of He-Mg. We find that the Gogny force gives larger deformation than the SIII force in general. We also study the β-energy surfaces (energy surfaces as functions of the deformation parameter β) of specific nuclei 20 Ne and 24 Mg. Next, we compare the AMD results and the HF (HF+BCS) results by using the same effective nuclear forces, the Gogny 16) and SIII forces. 17) We study the differences and similarities between the AMD and the HF with regard to the deformation properties. Then, we investigate the effects of parity projection. We present the β-energy surfaces of 20 Ne and 24 Mg and study how the parity projection affects the nuclear structures. We see that the parity projection enhances the parity-violating structure and there is competition between mean-field-like structure and cluster structure. Finally, we propose a modification of AMD wave function that employs a deformed Gaussian wave packet instead of spherical one and examine how the calculated deformation properties of Mg isotopes are changed through this modification. We see that this modification gives large quadrupole moments in the case of Mg isotopes. In the final section, we summarize our study. §2. AMD formalism
We calculated ground states of even Z isotopes up to Mg using the AMD theory. We employed the Gogny force as an effective nuclear force and for the sake of comparison, we also performed calculations with the SIII force. Additionally, we carried out parity-projected calculations with the Gogny force and studied the ground states of even-even nuclei. The method of parity-projected calculation is also presented in a previous paper. 15) Here for completeness, we briefly explain AMD formalism and these new methods.
AMD wave function and Hamiltonian
The wave function of total system is expressed in terms of a Slater determinant of single particle wave functions. Each single particle wave function has spatial part, spin part and isospin part. The spatial part has a Gaussian form centered at Z i and its width is 1/ √ ν. The spin part is parametrized by a complex parameter ξ i .
2)
3)
4)
When we express the complex number vector Z i as
represents the spatial position of the wave packet and K i the momentum of the wave packet. Using non-zero K i , Φ can represent a rotating system. The three complex parameters Z i , one complex parameter ξ i for individual nucleons, and one real parameter ν common to all the nucleons are determined by the energy variation. Linear superpositions of Gaussian packets for single particle wave function and/or linear superposition of Slater determinants have often been used, but in this paper we adopt the simple version of AMD described above.
The Hamiltonian consists of a kinetic part T , nuclear force V nuclear and Coulomb force V Coulomb . Coulomb force is approximated by the sum of 7 Gaussians. 7)
The nuclear forces we employed in this calculation are as follows. The Gogny force 6) is and the Skyrme-III force 13) is
The force parameters are listed in Tables I, II. To evaluate the binding energy of the system, we must subtract the spurious c.m. kinetic energy from the above Hamiltonian. Because the AMD single particle wave function is represented by Gaussian form with common oscillator parameter, we can easily remove c.m. kinetic energy:
On the other hand, Cartesian mesh HF has problems in extracting c.m. kinetic energy and they often use an approximate way. Specifically, they omit cross terms of c.m. kinetic energy operator:
For this reason, we also define a HF-like Hamiltonian that is identical to the Hamiltonian used in HF calculations, when we compare our result with the HF result:
Calculation of density dependent term
To calculate the density dependent term of the Gogny force, we must calculate the density integrals like below:
This cannot be evaluated analytically, and therefore we integrate it numerically. Ono et al. 18) calculated this term using Metropolis sampling, which has a numerical error of about 0.1 MeV per nucleon. This amount of error causes no problem in the treatment of medium energy nuclear collision problems, but in the study of structural problems it results in a large numerical error. One of the authors (Y.S.) developed a new method to calculate this term with relatively little computation time and with sufficient accuracy for the study of nuclear structure. Stated briefly, we evaluate this integral on the mesh points. The details of this method are explained in a previous paper. 15)
Definition of parity projection
In this study, we also performed parity-projected calculations, namely energy variation after parity projection. We use the following total wave function instead of |Φ
There is a problem in calculating the off-diagonal matrix elements of the densitydependent term in the Gogny force with |Φ and P x |Φ , because we do not know how to define the density ρ(R) for off-diagonal matrix elements. We define the density ρ(R) to be used for off-diagonal matrix elements with |Φ and P x |Φ as
and also we define (ρ(R)) σ as
When σ = 1 and the spin is fixed to up or down coupled to zero, the density dependent two-body force (1 + P σ )ρ(R)δ(r) is equivalent to the zero range threebody force of the form δ(r i − r j )δ(r j − r k ). In this case, it is easy to show that the above definition of ρ(R) is correct. This definition of off-diagonal density matrix elements is also suggested in some HFB studies. 19), 20)
Outline of calculations
Using the frictional cooling method, 8) we derive the ground state wave function of each isotope. To determine the ground state properties, we calculated the binding energy, radius, quadrupole moment Q z and deformation parameters β and γ. These parameters β and γ are defined as follows:
15)
Here, x 2 , y 2 and z 2 are the eigenvalues of the tensor quantity r i r j , with
for prolate deformation and Q z = 2 x 2 − y 2 − z 2 for oblate deformation. We also calculated β-energy surfaces (energy surfaces as functions of the deformation parameter β) of specific nuclei 20 Ne and 24 Mg, by constraining the deformation parameter β. We used two different methods of constraint cooling. The first method is the Lagrange-multiplier developed by Doté et al. 12) The second one is a simple method commonly used in the other theories; we just add the following potential to the Hamiltonian:
We determine the minimum energy state whose deformation is equal to β 0 . §3.
Results and discussion
In this section, we present the results of AMD calculations for light isotopes. First, we compare the results of AMD with the Gogny force to those with the Skyrme-SIII force, and discuss about their differences. We also examine the β-energy surfaces of 20 Ne and 24 Mg. Next, we study the differences between AMD and HF(HF+BCS) 17), 16) calculations with the same forces. Then, we give the parityprojected AMD calculations with the Gogny force and discuss the effects of parity projection. Finally, we mention a modification of the AMD wave functions and examine its effect.
Comparison of the Gogny and Skyrme-III forces within the AMD framework
Here, we compare the results of the AMD calculations for the Gogny and SIII forces. In a previous paper, 15) we made such a comparison with respect to the binding energy and the root-mean-square radius. In Fig. 1 , the binding energies of Ne isotopes are displayed as an example of our previous calculations. We compare the modified binding energies (H
HF−like AMD
). As mentioned above, this modification is due to the difference between the treatments of c.m. kinetic energy for AMD and HF. Details are discussed in Ref. 15) . After the modification, the Gogny force yields rather better agreement with experiments than the SIII force. This trend is common to all other considered isotopes, He, Be, C, O and Mg. In Fig. 2 , radii of Ne isotopes are plotted. The radii calculated with the Gogny force and SIII, are almost identical. This is also the case for all other calculated isotopes, except Be isotopes. There are few differences between the Gogny and SIII forces with regard to binding energies and radii of light isotopes. Details and figures for other isotopes (He, Be, C, O, Mg) are presented in Ref. 15) .
In this paper, we are mainly concerned with the deformation properties. In Fig. 3 , quadrupole moments and the deformation parameter β for light isotopes are plotted. Below we discuss the deformation of each isotope. We find that protons of He isotopes are always spherical, while neutrons of 5 He, 6 He and 7 He are somewhat deformed. Deformation of 6 He neutrons is different for the Gogny force and the SIII force. In the Gogny case, neutrons of 6 He exhibit small oblate deformation. More precisely the centroids of the neutron Gaussian wave packets are at the vertices of a square, while in the SIII case, they have a quite small prolate deformation. This oblate deformation of 6 He neutrons seems unusual. However in the Gogny result, we also found a prolately deformed second minimum that has an α+d structure about 0.2 MeV above the ground state. When we project the angular momentum, this second minimum is believed to be the ground state.
For both forces, 8 Be is the most deformed nucleus among Be isotopes, and it has a clear 2α cluster structure. But a difference appears around 7 Be and 9 Be nuclei. These nuclei are also deformed and exhibit α+ 3 He and α+ 5 He cluster structures in the Gogny result, but are almost spherical in the SIII result. However, when we use the SIII force, there are prolately deformed secondary minima that have α+ 3 He and α+ 5 He structure for 7 Be and 9 Be, respectively. If we project the angular momentum, these cluster states are assumed to be the ground states. The 6 Be nucleus is oblately deformed in the Gogny result, while it is spherical in the SIII result. As is the case for 6 He, 6 Be has a prolately deformed second minimum, and this state is also assumed to be the ground state, when we project the angular momentum. The 10 Be and 12 Be nuclei are also oblately deformed. They also have prolately deformed second minimum about 0.2 and 0.3 MeV above their ground states. The oblately deformed states of 10 Be and 12 Be are composed of Gaussian wave packets whose centroid parameters Z i have non-zero imaginary parts. In these nuclei, these imaginary parts of Z i represent the rotation of the system. If we artificially set the imaginary parts of Z i to zero, the resulting AMD wave functions represent prolate deformation of 10 Be and 12 Be protons, oblate neutron deformation of 10 Be neutrons and a spherical shape of 12 Be neutrons. Thus we can say that the oblately deformed protons of 10 Be and 12 Be have static prolate deformation which has 2α structure, and the rotation of these static prolate deformed states makes them appear as oblate. Therefore if we include the angular momentum projection in our calculation, the wave functions of the oblate and prolate proton states should be identical. In contrast to protons, neutrons of To study this nucleus, we will need a more careful treatment of AMD wave functions, including angular momentum projection. Clear 2α cluster structure revives when two more neutrons are added to 12 Be, that is 14 Be. The prominent clustering in 8 Be, the decrease of clustering toward 12 Be with N = 8, and the revival of definite clustering in 14 Be are features common to the Gogny and SIII forces and were first recognized in AMD studies with the usage of the MV1 force 9) and Takami et al. 24) also point out this feature in the study based on their Cartesian mesh HF calculation with the SIII force. Figure 4 displays the density distribution of Be isotopes. In most C isotopes, protons are oblately deformed or spherical, and the centroids of Gaussian packets are at the vertices of a small triangle. But 17 C, 18 C and 19 C, and also 16 C in the SIII case, show prolate proton deformation. Protons of these nuclei ( 16 C-19 C) are separated into two spatial parts. On one side, there are two protons, and on the other side, there are four protons. This result contradicts the results of the AMD calculation with the MV1 force, 11) which discuss that protons of C 8Be 10Be 12Be 14Be
Proton Neutron Fig. 4 . Intrinsic density distributions of Be isotopes calculated with the Gogny force. The upper (lower) panels correspond to protons(neutrons). The Density distributions of 10, 12 Be are that of second minimum states. The density is integrated along to the x axis. Here z axis is the main axis and
isotopes are all oblately deformed. The HF calculations with the Gogny force 16) and with the SIII force 17) also give prolate proton deformation for 16 C and 18 C. Proton deformation of these C isotopes may be sensitive to the effective force. Neutrons of 10 C are oblately deformed, and this deformation also seems to be unusual. But this nucleus is the mirror nucleus of 10 Be, and hence it also has a prolately deformed second minimum like that of 10 Regarding Ne and Mg isotopes, the Gogny and SIII forces do not show large difference except 20 Ne. The Gogny force gives about three times larger deformation to 20 Ne than the SIII force. This difference becomes clearer by looking at the β-energy surface. In the next subsection, we discuss this point. Protons of 18 Ne are oblately deformed, but since this nucleus has properties similar to its mirror nucleus 18 O, the static proton deformation is prolate. Protons of 24 Ne, 25 Ne, 27 Ne and 28 Ne are also oblately deformed but like 18 Ne, these states have static prolate proton deformation. The neutron rich magic number nuclei 30 Ne and 32 Mg, whose large deformation has been seen experimentally, are almost spherical in our calculation. To study the deformation properties of these nuclei, we need a more careful treatment of the AMD wave function such as angular momentum projection and modification of AMD wave function. We briefly explain the modification of AMD wave function at the end of this paper. By using the new version of AMD presented below, we have obtained the result which agrees with the experiments. This result will be reported in a subsequent paper. 26) Generally speaking, the Gogny and SIII forces give similar deformation patterns but the Gogny force gives larger deformation than the SIII force, except for some nuclei. In such exceptional nuclei, the Gogny force gives oblate deformation while the SIII force gives prolate deformation. But many of the exceptional nuclei have prolately deformed second minima in the Gogny result. Also some of them appear oblately deformed as a result of the dynamical motion of the prolately deformed states. An angular momentum projection will make their wave functions identical. Significant difference has been found in certain nuclei such as 7 Be, 9 Be and 20 Ne. 20 Ne and 24 
β-energy surfaces of

Mg calculated with the Gogny and SIII forces
We calculated β-energy surfaces (energy surfaces as functions of the deformation parameter β) of 20 Ne and 24 Mg using the Gogny and SIII forces (Figs. 5 and 6 ). In each calculation, β is constrained by the method described in §2. 4 . In both nuclei, β-energy surfaces become steeper when c.m. kinetic energy is treated with HF-like approximation. As deformation becomes larger, the difference between the energy H AMD and the approximate energy H HF−like AMD becomes larger. This implies that as deformation becomes larger, the prescription of c.m. kinetic energy approximation that is usually used in HF and HF+BCS calculations becomes worse. Details are described in a previous paper. 15) Here, we concentrate on the difference between β-energy surfaces for the Gogny and SIII forces calculated from H AMD . In the case of 20 Ne (Fig. 5) , the Gogny force yields an almost flat surface from β = 0.1 to β = 0.35 for H AMD and from β = 0.1 to β = 0.25 for H
HF−like AMD
, and moderate increase at larger deformation. On the other hand, for the SIII force, there is a clear minimum energy point at β = 0.12. This difference of surface shape causes the large difference appearing in Fig. 3 . Since both forces (especially the Gogny force) give a rather soft surface against deformation, the deformation of the minimum energy point will change easily if we carry out an angular momentum projection that lowers the energies of more deformed states. So the deformation property of this nucleus depends strongly on the nuclear force. However, in the case of 24 Mg (Fig. 6) , both forces give similar surfaces and almost the same minimum energy point. The Gogny force gives a slightly softer surface than the SIII. As deformation becomes larger, the energy increases rapidly. In contrast to 20 Ne, the deformation of this nucleus does not depend on the force. In both nuclei, the Gogny force gives a softer surface than the SIII force. This may have something to do with the fact that the Gogny force is of finite range and gives larger deformation in general. If the energy surface is soft enough, we need angular momentum projection to investigate the deformation of the ground state.
Comparison of nuclear deformation for AMD and HF (HF+BCS)
Force parameters for the Gogny and SIII forces were determined within HF calculation. For this reason, it is questionable whether we can use these forces for the AMD calculation, because functional spaces of AMD and HF are different and also because the treatments of c.m. kinetic energy are different. The simplest version of AMD used in this study (without parity projection and angular momentum projection) is a kind of approximate HF theory. More precisely, the system is described with a single Slater determinant, and the single particle wave functions are approximated by Gaussians. This approximation makes it easy to calculate the parity projection and angular momentum projection, though the AMD model space before the parity projection and angular momentum projection is generally smaller than that in the HF theory. In this section, we compare AMD and HF (HF+BCS) calculation results with the same force to study to what extent the simplest version of AMD is sufficient.
In Fig. 7 , we compare the quadrupole moments Q z of light isotopes obtained from the AMD-Gogny, AMD-SIII, HF-Gogny 16) and HF+BCS-SIII 17) calculations. First, we examine the difference between the AMD-SIII and HF+BCS-SIII cases. The HF+BCS-SIII calculation is carried out by the method of the Cartesian mesh HF. Hence its model space is larger than that of the AMD used in this study. In He, Be and C isotopes, AMD-SIII and HF+BCS-SIII give similar Q z . But HF+BCS gives larger Q z for neutron rich Be and C isotopes. O isotopes are always spherical in the HF+BCS calculation, but in AMD, there are some nuclei with small deformation. In Ne and Mg isotopes, AMD and HF+BCS give similar deformation patterns as functions of neutron number, except in the case of 24 Ne and 28 Ne. However in these nuclei, the magnitude of Q z is different between AMD and HF+BCS for all isotopes, including stable nuclei. Experiments support the large deformation of Ne and Mg isotopes found using HF+BCS-SIII. We therefore conclude that the simplest version of AMD is not sufficient Ne and Mg isotopes.
Next, we examine AMD-Gogny and HF-Gogny results. In the HF-Gogny calculation, the Slater determinant is expanded in spherical shell model wave functions. Therefore its model space is not as large as the Cartesian mesh HF. In He and C isotopes, both show similar deformation. In the HF results, all Be isotopes are spherical. In our AMD calculations, we do not find spherical states that correspond to HF results for Be isotopes. In contrast to the case for the SIII force, AMD gives slightly larger deformation for Ne and Mg isotopes than HF and their deformation patterns are similar. There is not a clear difference between AMD-Gogny results and HF-Gogny. The model space for both calculations is not as large as that for the Cartesian mesh HF. Thus there is not as clear difference between these calculations as in the case of AMD-SIII and HF+BCS-SIII. When we compare the AMD-SIII and HF-SIII results, there is a rather clear difference. In the neutron rich and sd-shell region, AMD gives smaller deformation. This difference results from the smallness of the AMD model space used in this study. Thus, in these regions, some modifications of AMD wave function are necessary. One possible modification is to use deformed Gaussian wave packets and another example of possible modifications is to use different widths ν of Gaussian wave packets for protons and neutrons. We show below that the use of the deformed Gaussian packet actually brings about a rather large effect for the deformation in some nuclei. On the other hand, AMD-Gogny and HF-Gogny have no such clear difference. Except Be isotopes, the Gogny force does not produce large difference between AMD and HF. Therefore, in this case, we believe that the AMD model space (in which the Slater determinant is expanded in the Gaussians) is slightly larger than that of the HF-Gogny calculation (in which the Slater determinant is expanded in spherical shell model wave functions).
Effects of parity projection
In this subsection, we give the result of a parity-projected AMD calculation with the Gogny force. The binding energies, root-mean-square radii and deformation parameters β of C and Ne isotopes are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . Compared to the calculation without parity projection, all isotopes are slightly more deeply bound. The parity projection has small effects on proton and neutron radii. After parity projection, the deformation parameter β becomes large in 18 C and 32 Ne. However deformation parameter β of other isotopes is almost unchanged. The effects of parity projection on these quantities seem to be rather small, and this tendency is common to all other considered isotopes, He, Be, O and Mg isotopes. However, as is well known, parity projection enhances and makes clear the clustering structure and parity-violating deformation of specific nuclei. In this sense, parity projection is essential to study the nuclear structure of certain nuclei. Below we give two examples, 20 Ne and 24 Mg, to explain this effect. In the following, we call the calculation without parity projection NPP calculation and that with parity projection PP calculation.
20 Ne
20 Ne was previously studied using parity-projected AMD with the modified Volkov No. 1 force (MV1). 8) In that study, a 16 O+α cluster-like structure appeared for the ground state of 20 Ne, and experimental values were well reproduced. The appearance of this structure is due to the effect of parity projection, because without parity projection before energy variation, we did not get such a cluster structure. However, the modified Volkov force itself may have a tendency to enhance clustering, and therefore we check if this 16 O+α clustering appears when we use the Gogny force instead of the MV1 force. β-energy surfaces and intrinsic density distributions of 20 Ne calculated using NPP and PP are shown in Fig. 10 . In both calculations, the energy minimum point is at β = 0.34, though their surface shapes are different. In the NPP calculation, the surface is almost flat from β = 0.15 to β = 0.35. This flat region and spherical region have parity-symmetric density distributions as shown in Fig. 11 . For large deformation (β > 0.35), the energy increases as the deformation becomes larger and the parity-violating 16 O+α cluster structure becomes dominant. Thus, 20 Ne can have two configurations. For smaller deformation, the parity-symmetric structure is dominant, but as the deformation becomes larger, parity-violating 16 O+α cluster structure appears. In the PP result, the surface shape is not as flat as that of NPP calculation and has a shallow minimum centered around β = 0.35. The functional dependence of the density distribution on the deformation parameter β is similar to that found in the NPP calculation. In the smaller deformation region, the parity-symmetric density distribution is dominant, but in the larger deformation region, parity-violating 16 O+α structure appears.
We now note an important point. In the PP result, parity-violating 16 O+α structure appears in a region of smaller deformation (β > 0.20) than in the NPP results (β > 0.35). The origin of this change can be understood as follows. In both calculations, there are competitions between parity-symmetric and parity-violating structures. As the deformation becomes larger, the parity-violating state becomes dominant. When parity is projected, the energy of parity-violating structure is lowered by more than that of the parity-symmetric structure. Then parity-violating 16 O+α structure appears even at smaller deformation region in the PP result. This mechanism also changes the surface shape. Because the parity projection lowers the energy of 16 O+α structure, the energy difference between NPP and PP is large in larger deformation region (β > 0.2). In Fig. 10 , the expectation value of the l · s force as a function of the deformation parameter β is also plotted. There is no difference between NPP and PP results, though the internal structure is different. As the deformation becomes larger, the l · s force approaches zero. This is natural result, because for larger deformation, the 16 O+α structure becomes dominant, and these closed shell clusters of 16 O and α do not gain energy from the l · s force.
24 Mg
The β-energy surfaces and intrinsic density distributions for 24 Mg obtained with NPP and PP calculations are shown in Figs. 12 and 13 . In contrast to 20 Ne results, the energy increases rapidly as the deformation β becomes larger, and this gives a rather definite energy minimum point around β = 0.26 in both cases. In the NPP calculation, a parity-symmetric density distribution appears in the region of small deformation (β < 0.35). In the region of larger deformation (β > 0.35), a parity-violating density distribution appears, and the PP calculations yields more strongly bound system than NPP calculation by about 2 MeV. At further large deformation (β > 0.4), the density distribution also breaks axial symmetry and has a clear 16 O+2α cluster structure. This distribution is similar to the wave function assumed in cluster model studies. 25) Unlike 20 Ne, in this nucleus, parity projection does not change the position of the minimum energy and the feature of the energy surface shape. As in the 20 Ne case, the appearance of the cluster structure ( 16 O+2α) for large deformation (β > 0.4) is due to the enhancement of clusterization due to the parity projection. Specifically, the parity projection lowers the energy of 16 O+2α structure, and then the 16 O+2α structure appears at smaller deformation than in the NPP calculation. In Fig. 12 , the expectation value of the l · s force as a function of deformation β is also plotted. As deformation becomes larger, the l · s force contribution becomes weaker; especially, around β = 0.35, it rapidly becomes small and almost vanishes for β > 0.5. This change around β = 0.35 indicates the appearance of 16 O+2α structure, because within these closed shell clusters 16 O and α, the l · s force does not act at all. As the clustering becomes clearer and the distance between clusters becomes larger, the l · s force loses its effect and becomes zero.
We have seen that the parity projection enhances the parity-violating structure. In both 20 Ne and 24 Mg nuclei, there are competitions between the paritysymmetric structure and the parity-violating structure. Before parity projection, parity-symmetric structure is dominant and parity-violating structure appears only at large deformation. Parity projection lowers the energy of parity-violating structure than parity-symmetric structure. Therefore, after parity projection, parity-violating structure can become dominant for small deformation and for large deformation, clustering becomes clear. This mechanism may be delicate and sensitive to the binding energies of α and 16 O that allow parity-violating structure. The l · s force also plays an important role. The l · s force acts more strongly in parity-symmetric structure than in parity-violating structure, since parity-violating structure consists of closed shell clusters 16 O and α. Therefore, if we use a stronger l · s force, the energies of parity-violating structure will be much higher than those of parity-symmetric structure and enhancement of parity-violating structure may not occur. To discuss more detailed and accurate properties, we need to project the angular momentum, because this will also change the energy surface shape. Additionally, in these two nuclei, the binding energy of mean-field-like deformed state and that of the clusterlike deformed state are close to each other. Therefore these two states will mix and we need to superpose them to study the ground state.
Modification of AMD wave function
In this subsection, we present a modification of the AMD wave function and show that with this modification, deformation of Mg isotopes become quite large.
The modification is quite simple. We use deformed Gaussian packets instead of spherical ones: The deformed Gaussian wave packet has three width parameters ν x , ν y and ν z . We adjust them separately and optimize them. We omitted the term of The resultant quadrupole moments are close to the HF+BCS results. We applied this modified version of AMD to 20 Ne, but we found that the change of the quadrupole moment is small as well as those of the binding energy and radius. The details of this modification of AMD wave function and the effects will be reported elsewhere. §4. Summary Using a new technique to calculate matrix elements with the Gogny force proposed in a previous paper, we have investigated the ground states of light isotopes from He to Mg. In this paper, we have been concerned with the deformation properties and the nature of clustering.
Within the same AMD framework, the Gogny force and the SIII force give similar patterns of deformation, except for some nuclei, and the Gogny force tends to result in larger deformation than the SIII force. Prominent clustering in 8 Be, the decrease of clustering toward 12 Be with N = 8, and the revival of clustering in 14 Be are features common to the Gogny and the SIII forces. Neutrons of 12 Be are always spherical due to the magicity of the neutron magic number N = 8. We could not find a deformed state with 2p-2h character that have been pointed out by experiments and many theoretical studies. To study this nucleus, we need more careful treatment of AMD wave functions, including angular momentum projection. The nuclei of 10 Be, 10 C, 16 C-19 C, 17,18,25,26 O and 18,24,25,27,28,29 Ne exhibit deformation opposite to what are expected from other theoretical calculations and/or experiments. However the wave functions of these nuclei are affected by their rotation. Their static deformation without the effect of rotational motion is opposite to the deformation that contains the effect of the rotation. If we project the angular momentum in these nuclei, we will have properly deformed ground states. 6 He, 6, 10, 12 Be, 10,16 C and 25, 26 O have second minimum states that are properly deformed and assumed to be the ground states after angular momentum projection. Protons of neutron-rich C isotopes, 16∼19 C exhibit prolate deformation. This result contradicts the results of AMD calculations with the MV1 force 10), 11) which indicate the opposite deformations of protons against neutrons for 16∼18 C. This implies that deformation of neutron rich C isotopes is sensitive to the choice of the effective force.
SIII According to the present results, neutron-rich magic number nuclei 30 Ne and 32 Mg are almost spherical for both forces. However, we have already obtained results which show that these nuclei are largely deformed using the new version of AMD together with the angular momentum projection. These results will be reported elsewhere.
In 20 Ne, the features of the β-energy surface are also different for the Gogny and SIII forces. Specifically, the Gogny force gives an almost flat energy surface with an energy minimum point at β = 0.34, while the SIII force gives a steeper energy surface with an energy minimum point at β = 0.12. This is why the quadrupole moment Q z of 20 Ne is so different when we change the effective nuclear force. However, in the case of 24 Mg, the β-energy surface does not have such dependence on the effective nuclear force. Both forces give similar energy surfaces and almost the same minimum energy points at β = 0.27. In the AMD framework, the Gogny force preferred the deformed state to the SIII force in some specific nuclei.
When we compare AMD-SIII and HF+BCS-SIII calculations, they give similar Q z in He, Be and C isotopes. But HF+BCS gives larger Q z to neutron rich Be and C isotopes. O isotopes are always spherical in HF+BCS calculation, but in AMD, there are some nuclei with small deformation. In Ne and Mg isotopes, AMD and HF+BCS give similar deformation pattern. But in these nuclei, the magnitude of Q z is different for all isotopes, including stable nuclei. This difference comes from the smallness of the AMD model space used in this study. To treat these nuclei, we need to modify AMD wave function. One possible modification is the usage of the deformed Gaussians presented in this paper.
When we compare the AMD-Gogny calculation with HF-Gogny calculation, the patterns of deformation are similar except in the case of Be isotopes, for which the HF-Gogny calculation gives spherical results, while AMD-Gogny calculation gives large deformation. In Ne and Mg isotopes, AMD-Gogny calculation gives slightly larger deformation than HF-Gogny calculation, though the deformation patterns are similar to each other. There are not so large deviations between AMD-Gogny and HF-Gogny as in the case of AMD-SIII and HF+BCS-SIII. In the HF-Gogny calculation, the Slater determinant is expanded by the shell model wave functions. So we believe that the model space of HF-Gogny is as small as that of AMD used in this study.
We also performed a parity-projected calculations. We have found that the parity projection has a rather small effect on binding energies, root-mean-square radii and deformation parameter β. However, as is well known, the parity projection enhances and makes clear the clustering structure and parity-violating deformation. We have investigated the β-energy surfaces of 20 Ne and 24 Mg as examples of this effect. In fact, the parity projection has been found to enhance the cluster structure of O+α and O+2α for 20 Ne and 24 Mg and to change the shape of the β-energy surface. The parity projection changes the deformation energy surface and brings about a competition between the mean-field-like state and the cluster-like state in these nuclei. In this way, the parity projection reveals the cluster structure of these nuclei and is considered to be very important for the detailed study of nuclear structure.
Finally, we have mentioned the modification of AMD wave functions. By using deformed Gaussian wave packets instead of spherical ones, deformation of Mg isotopes has been found to be significantly enhanced and to become closer to experimental and HF+BCS results.
